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You may have noticed a new face at your meetings and 

around the district. As the newest addition to the Parent 

Education Center team, Parent Partnership Coordinator 

Stephanie Miller will be working hard to ensure the 

continued success of all our ATP teams. Stephanie grew 

up in the Tri-Cities but spent the last six years living in 

Tennessee. Now she and her husband are back. Stephanie 

holds a bachelor’s degree from East Tennessee State 

University and has worked in customer service and sales 

for several years. She is looking forward to learning as 

much as she can about the ATP program and Pasco School 

District.  Stephanie hopes to be a helpful asset to the 

program and looks forward to meeting all ATP members! 

ATP Hotline

543-6771

stmiller@psd1.org



Chiawana: Making Campus Clean-up Fun
Chiawana put a fun spin on an event to help clean up

the campus after a hard winter! On March 25,

community members, students, and staff cleaned

debris, pulled weeds, and gave the outside of the

school a facelift. A DJ played music to keep the event

fun, and people fueled themselves with treats from

Dutch Bro’s, Wingstop and Pizza Hut. Organizers gave

out more than $700 worth of raffle prizes!



Emerson:  Rad Robotics
Emerson’s incredible robotic teams came to a recent ATP meeting

and showed off a robot they created and control. Emerson’s robotic

teams travel and compete to show off the robots they build at

school. These students gave the parents, teachers, and staff a

presentation that was chock-full of photos and examples of how

fulfilling this program can be. This gave parents an opportunity to

learn about a school group they may have not had prior exposure

to.
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Frost: Multitasking at Meetings
Frost showed off its multitasking skills at the March ATP

meeting. After going over some important information,

the ATP members prepared gifts for the school’s

wonderful classified staff. Parents and staff put together

water bottles with mini fruit juice packs and chapstick

tubes, along with stickers with cute sayings. This was a

great example of utilizing their resources!



iPAL:  Brushing up on NNPS Skills

iPAL hosted and attended an NNPS webinar to brush

up on their ATP skills and resources. The NNPS

webinar was a guided PowerPoint presentation that

walked viewers through the skills, tools, and

resources necessary to build a successful ATP group.



McGee: All About Recycling!

Instead of recreating the wheel each year, McGee’s

ATP has decided to purchase a reusable vinyl Road

Map to Success. Each year it will be filled out noting

all of the planned partnership events and hung for

all stakeholders to see.

Added extra: a photo will be then taken and sent to

District ATP should the team decide to apply for the

ATP Bonus.
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Pasco High: Mother’s Day the Bulldog Way! 

The first ever Mother’s Day event at Pasco High is in the works!

On May 10th (Mexico’s Mother’s Day) attendees will enjoy food in

the school’s courtyard and participate in loads of fun. Agenda

items include hearing students take the mic and speak special

words about their moms, hear music and much more!



Stevens: Teamwork with Towers
Stevens combined its March ATP meeting with a fun STEM event.

Throughout the meeting, they encouraged teams of parents and

children to tackle different STEM games and problems. The

concluding event challenged teams to build the tallest structure

out of nothing but pipe cleaners. The games simulated real-life

challenges, such as “budget cuts,” where the team was only

allowed to use one hand, and “buy-outs” by a foreign country so

the team could no longer speak. The winner received a prize and

all the families walked out with big smiles!



Twain: ATP, PTO Grow Stronger Together

Twain’s ATP and PTO decided that they were stronger

together and combined forces (and meetings) this year!

In an effort by both groups to make it easier for

parents, teachers and staff to attend, a joint meeting

now covers both ATP and PTO events and subjects. This

has not only created a one-stop-shop approach for

attendees, it makes it easy for the groups to work

together and share resources!


